ХУДОЖЕСТВЕННЫЙ И ПУБЛИЦИСТИЧЕСКИЙ ФУНКЦИОНАЛЬНЫЕ РЕЧЕВЫЕ СТИЛИ КАК ЭЛЕМЕНТ СОВРЕМЕННОЙ ЛИНГВИСТИКИ

Аннотация. В статье показано, что специфика художественной речи в сопоставлении с публицистической обусловлена структурой речи. Главная особенность структуры художественной речи заключается в несовпадении производителя речи (автора) и ее субъекта. Наличие рассказчика – обязательное условие художественной речи. В статье анализируется характер речевой репрезентации рассказчика в публицистической и художественной речи.
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ARTISTIC AND PUBLICISTIC FUNCTIONAL SPEECH STYLES AS AN ELEMENT OF MODERN LINGUISTICS

Abstract. The article shows that the specificity of artistic speech in comparison with journalistic speech is due to the structure of speech. The main feature of the structure of artistic speech is the discrepancy between the producer of speech (the author) and its subject. The presence of a narrator is a prerequisite for artistic speech.
The article analyzes the nature of the speech representation of the narrator in publicistic and artistic speech.
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In various scientific studies, artistic and journalistic speech is very often generalized, especially in relation to essays, feuilletons and other genres. But functional styles of speech have their own characteristics, which are contained precisely in speech, in its structure, and not in language; they manifest themselves globally, capturing the entire volume of the text. This is the conventionality of fiction. The author forms the figure of the narrator, more or less indicated in the narrative, on whose behalf the story is conducted and who is endowed with omniscience. Any statement in the work, except for the direct speech of the heroes, belongs to the subject of speech - the narrator.

The figure of the narrator, his presence in the work is not only a literary technique, it is the principle of artistic speech, its prerequisite. It is thanks to the narrator that the phrase acquires volume, polyphony and, ultimately, artistry [3, p. 27]. The mechanism of acquiring artistry by the word is primarily associated with the figure of the narrator.

From the point of view of perception, the category of reader's expectation is of great importance. In the broadest sense, the reader expects a story from a work of art - a story about life, death, events - about everything. This expectation has no substantive, concrete character. It is amorphous, but the main thing in it is clear - expectation of a story, telling.

Reading expectation is one of the driving forces behind fictional storytelling. The writer projects the perception of the work, corrects it [4, p. 316]. The work of fiction must justify the perception of the reader.

Reading expectation should be viewed as a linguistic category. It is characteristic that many researchers of functional styles distinguish such a category as installation, implying that the choice of linguistic and speech means in a particular functional style is subject to the internal tasks of this style [5, p. 148]. But the installation is nothing more
than the realization of the reader's expectation, the presupposition of the functional style, the realization of the aesthetic ideal of style.

The specificity of the presupposition of artistic speech is its theoretical and practical unlimitedness: you can tell everything and about everything. Such a presupposition determines an infinite variety of speech forms: existing, potential or possible.

In connection with the category of reader's expectation, the subject of speech, the figure of the narrator, the narrator gains great importance [1, p. 89]. These are two dialectically interrelated categories: the reader is waiting for a story, and a storyteller is needed to fulfill this expectation.

The specificity of artistic speech lies in its structure, the main feature of which is the discrepancy between the producer of speech (the author) and its subject. The word in artistic speech belongs to the subject (narrator) and only ultimately to the author. A work of fiction is a narrative objectified by the narrator [6, p. 52]. Artistic speech is always two-layered: it is presented explicitly (by the subject of speech, anonymous or personified) and implicitly (by the producer of speech).

A fundamentally different structure in publicistic speech. In it, the producer of the speech and the subject always coincide. The narrator is the author - a genuine, real person, which creates a fundamentally different modality. Instead of the conventionality of artistic speech - "direct speech" directly from the author, which gives it authenticity and documentary.

Publicistic speech, in contrast to fiction, is one-layer (one layer is directly the author's speech) [2, p. 291]. But it is precisely in this monolayer that the specificity of publicistic speech, its expressiveness and power, lies. The publicist directly (bypassing the narrator) addresses the reader, not objectifying his thoughts and emotions, but expressing them the way he thinks and feels.

Thus, every time you write texts or ordinary communication with other people, you choose the style of speech that is most relevant for the moment. Traditionally, there
are five main varieties of functional styles of speech, differing in the conditions and goals of communication in some area of social activity: scientific, official business, journalistic, artistic and colloquial. It is important to note that the success of the dialogue, both with the interlocutor and with the reader, depends entirely on the correct choice of each of them. For the reader, the style of presentation is even more important, since when reading, a person lacks non-verbal information about the author: facial expressions, gestures, breathing rate and gaze. How the text will look, what impression it will make, depends on what style of speech is chosen.
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СОДЕРЖАНИЕ ГЕНДЕРНОГО КОНЦЕПТА «ЖЕНЩИНА»
ВО ФРАНЦУЗСКИХ СМИ

Аннотация. В следующей статье путем концептуального анализа содержания современных газетных статей, форумов и материалов французских СМИ раскрывается содержание гендерного концепта «женщина» с подробным разбором его ядра и периферии, с построением таксономической модели концепта с целью обоснования гипотезы об изменении содержания концепта сквозь призму социальных трансформаций. Сделан вывод: структура ядра неоднородна. Гипотеза не доказана, так как из-за основного смыслового